
 

Storage Foundation HA 6.1: Coordination Point  Server Over HTTPS for All Communication 

This video demonstrates the Coordination Point (CP) client and server communication over HTTPS 

protocol. 

Prior to Storage Foundation HA release 6.1, IPM is the communication protocol used between a CP 

server and its client clusters. 

But starting from release 6.1, the secure HTTPS is the new protocol for this communication. 

To support client clusters on pre-6.1 releases, a CP server still supports IPM-based communication. 

However, client clusters from 6.1 onwards only support HTTPS-based communication.  

If you want to upgrade client clusters that use CPS based fencing in 6.1, make sure you first upgrade the 

CP server, and then upgrade the client cluster to 6.1. CP server needs to be reconfigured to support 

HTTPS after upgrade. 

Installer will reconfigure CPS based fencing to use CPS over HTTPS during the client cluster upgrade. 

At first, make sure that SFHA is running. Then, run the install script with configcps option to configure CP 

server on this cluster. 

The Installer checks the communication and release compatibility on the cluster. Then choose to 

configure cps on SFHA cluster.  

The Installer prompts that communication between cp server and client clusters will always be secured 

by HTTPS from 6.1 onwards, however to support client clusters with version prior to 6.1, CP server still 

supports IPM protocol. 

Enter the name of CP server. 

Enter the Virtual IP addresses for the CP Server over HTTPS, it’s recommended to configure multiple VIPs 

to access the CP server.  

Enter the ports for each HTTPS Virtual IP address; the default port for HTTPS VIPs is 443. 

The Installer asks if you want to make the CP server support client clusters before release 6.1.  

If ‘y’ is chosen, installer asks the Virtual IP addresses and corresponding port for IPM. Installer also asks 

to configure Symantec security for CP server over IPM. 

CP Server uses an internal database to store the client information, enter the absolute path of the 

database. 

 



Confirm the configuration information, and then the /etc/vxcps.conf file is generated with the 

information. 

It’s recommended to configure a unique NIC resource for each Virtual IP addresses and configure the 

NewworkHosts attribute of the NIC resource. Enter the netmask for each Virtual IP address. 

Select or create the disk group and volume to hold CP Server database. 

The Installer updates the main.cf with CPSSG service group and brings the cpsmount resource online. 

The Installer creates symbol link from the default CPS security directory to the security directory on the 

shared storage. 

The Installer brings the CPSSG service group online.  

Then CP server is configured and running on the system. 

Both the VIP addresses for HTTPS and IPM are recorded in the /etc/vxcps.conf file. 

Verify if the CP server works fine on the cluster. 

Verify if the CP server has private keys and CA certificates. 

Verify if cpsadm command works. 

That’s all for this demo. Thanks for watching. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


